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"Where security is at home" at WIN>DAYS 2020 
The Wiley Industry Days will take place from November 16th to 
19th 2020. EVVA will be there with its virtual EVVA booth with 
the motto "Where security is at home". 

 
Security managers, planners, installers, dealers, architects as well as quality engineers, automation 
engineers, programmers, plant designers and measurement technicians are invited to register as visitors 
free of charge at WIN>DAYS and find out about innovations, best practices, concepts and solutions for 
four days from 16-19 November 2020. Participation is free of charge - all you need to do is register 
here: https://wiley.6connex.eu/event/industrydays. 
 
For the first time the Wiley Industry Days will take place as a virtual show with congress and meeting 
point for the automation, machine vision and safety industries. EVVA will be presenting "Where security 
is at home" at the virtual EVVA trade fair stand developed especially for this purpose. Here, guests can 
expect the latest EVVA products and updates, as well as several consultants who, depending on the 
region, will be available for a technical discussion or individual consultation via chat or video call. 

 
EVVA-Highlights at WIN>DAYS 2020 
Xesar. Simply versatile: Xesar has been expanded and with the Xesar 3.0 update a completely new 
system architecture has been developed. The new software makes it much easier for Xesar users to 
maintain control at a consistently high level of security and flexibility. The advantages are obvious: high 
scalability combined with many new features that open a whole new range of application possibilities.  

 
AirKey. Smart new features: AirKey, where the smartphone is the key, stands for modern, smart 
security. The electronic locking system offers above all flexibility, independence, and ease of use. For 
everyone who is looking for maximum freedom with maximum security - in business and private life. 
 
EVVA mechanics. Proven security: Each individual mechanical EVVA system is unique in terms of 
technology and function. What they all have in common is top quality and excellent security. By 
comparing the systems with each other, find out which system best meets your need for security. 
 
Stefan Ehrlich-Adám, CEO of the EVVA Group, is convinced that WIN>DAYS promotes a very good 
exchange with customers and EVVA partners, especially in these challenging times. "We decided at 
short notice to become the main sponsor of WIN>DAYS. The concept and the virtual possibilities have 
convinced us. For EVVA, WIN>DAYS 2020 is a further step towards digitalisation, also in terms of 
addressing customers, and enabling high-quality networking and expert discussions at the highest 
level. We are looking forward to this week", says Ehrlich-Adám. 
 
Trade fair as we know it - only digital 
The Wiley Industry Days exhibition grounds are structured like a physical trade fair. The lobby with 
information points serves as orientation. There, the visitors get the right overview of the premises. With 
the navigation bar, run-of-site at the bottom of the screen, and signposts, visitors can easily navigate 
through the site with a click. A lounge and a meeting room can be used to talk to exhibitors and other 
visitors. 
 

https://wiley.6connex.eu/event/industrydays
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The focus of WIN>DAYS is on networking and exchange. Visitors can ask each other chat questions 
throughout the exhibition grounds. Every participant has an overview of who is on the grounds and in 
the various rooms or stands. There is also a public chat in each room.  
 
Each visitor also has a "digital trade fair bag" - for information materials, brochures and even videos. 
After the trade fair, the bag can be easily downloaded or sent by e-mail. Visitors will find all this, and 
many good technical discussions, at the EVVA booth in Hall A, Safety & Security. The EVVA experts look 
forward to a successful and well-attended virtual trade fair. 
 

 
Wiley Industry Days 

WIN>DAYS 
The virtual industry event from 16 - 19.11.2020 

https://wiley.6connex.eu/event/industrydays 
 

Explanation video with Lisa Holland:  
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/activity-6719181619724390401-Y60X/ 

https://www.inspect-online.com/en/webcasts/wiley-industry-days-register-now-virtual-industry-get-
together  

 
 
 
EVVA has been the epitome of mechanical and electronic locking systems of the highest engineering 
standard for a period of 100 years. What began in 1919 with the founding of the "Erfindungs-
Versuchs-Verwertungs-Anstalt (EVVA), or the "Invention, Experimentation and Application Institute" in 
English, is crucial to our company philosophy today: we conduct our own research and development 
and produce our innovative access systems in-house. As a family-run business, EVVA is one of the most 
successful companies in its sector worldwide. We currently hold over 200 patents and are represented 
by subsidiaries in 10 European markets and by distributors all over the world. 
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